Variable Data Printing:
Transforming Marketing Data into Growth
and Profit
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introduction

I

t’s no secret that printers and marketers

Variable data as % of digital print

are faced with quite a few challenges today
in how they grow existing business and
lock in their customers. Resources are

diminishing while expectations around
performance and return on investment are
increasing all the time. The use of variable
data has now become a key component for
commercial graphic arts printers to add
value. Variable data printing has been around
in the print industry for decades, starting
from the use of low-resolution mono variable
content used in transactional documents for
billing and statements. In the last ten years,
full colour digital printing technology has
developed in the commercial graphic arts
sector in conjunction with automated
workflows and data management. This has
allowed printers to use variable data and
imaging to completely personalize
documents and collaterals creating a new
market sector called 1-1 personalization.
drupa Global Trends Report 2014

For the last 20 years everyone expected
variable data to be the biggest component of
digital printing growth because it was such a

see from the statistics above that nearly 25%

unique differentiator from offset print and

of survey respondents are not using VDP and

allowed printers to add value to the printed

only about 5% are using it for all their work.

product and to the customer relationship.

The survey also concluded that only around

However this has not happened and although

10% of print companies were using VDP

a lot is talked about variable data print we can

beyond basic name and address, which
means there is a phenomenal opportunity to

... only around 10% of print
companies were using VDP
beyond basic name and
address, which means there
is a phenomenal
opportunity to gain a
competitive advantage for
printers willing to develop a
VDP capability.

gain a competitive advantage for printers
willing to develop a VDP capability.
Many print providers are only capable of
simple mail merge and basic applications of
VDP, but more complex projects (requiring
multiple images, dozens or even hundreds of
different pieces of data, and complex rules
for combining text and images) are
something that only the top 5-10% print
providers can currently tackle. Why is this?
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The answer is nothing to do with the

an individual level and illicit, direct responses

printing of variable data but more with the

or point them to personalized web sites, for

lack of skill sets in creativity, design, collection

more information or to complete a

and management of data to create more

transaction. During the process of customer

effective marketing messages.

interaction it is possible to collect valuable

Today’s environment supports a wide array
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Digital print can now engage end users on

technology that surrounds the use and

data on who responded, what they did and

of communication channels, including print,

when. Marketing departments know that this

email, mobile, and Web. However, with so

data and associated metrics are vital to

many channels contending for the

understanding the outcomes from an

consumer’s attention, creative professionals

individual marketing piece as well as adding a

are faced with the challenge of creating

lot of value to the entire marketing process.

campaigns that target specific consumers

This is something that the majority of printers

through personalization.

still need to take on board, as they often find

Market statistics on VDP clearly demonstrate increased sales, better returns
and higher rates of customer loyalty for printers that provide personalized
communication products.
getting involved with any form of evaluation

why? These are the questions that scare off

or metrics intimidating.

most printers because they can’t understand

However, the VDP growth trend has led to
a need for certain new skill sets.
Creative professionals who have expanded

how they can ever, fit metrics and analysis
into their already busy schedules. Is there any
alternative? Customers are requiring more

their offerings to include VDP solutions also

and more tangible justification for their

have to differentiate themselves by offering

marketing spends. Justification for marketing

value-added services that produce results in

decisions is now becoming critical and

delivering messages. The flexibility of VDP

customer retention is now aligned to

yields a broad set of applications, from the

successful data driven marketing concepts

basic data merge for business

and campaigns.

correspondence to highly complex

The following white paper on Variable Data

customized pieces, causing the diversity of

Printing provides a useful introduction as to

skill levels to increase. This, in turn, means

why data management is a profitable new

that personnel for these service companies

revenue stream, is critical to adding value to

must understand the multitude of tasks

customers and locking them into your

necessary to carry out a VDP workflow.

business. It provides a new range of

Currently, there is a lack of employees who

opportunities to:

can link together all the intricacies of creative,
IT, and print production skills, which is why

•

VDP has not transformed the industry more

Find new ways to market smarter and
reduce costs.

quickly.
Market statistics on VDP clearly

•

demonstrate increased sales, better returns

New ways to market additional
products or services.

and higher rates of customer loyalty for
printers that provide personalized

•

communication products. The latest digital

New ways to retain customers—
through extended product usage.

print technology and software has made
entry into personalized communications

•

economical and far easier for printers to

Sell them a more expensive version of
the same product.

adopt. However, print providers usually begin
to offer VDP to gain a competitive advantage,

•

but they forget to train their staff on how to

Make sales and marketing activity more
focused

sell and market it.
As a print provider new to using variable
data, this can still be a daunting task…. where

•

Provides metrics for demonstrable
return on investment

do I start? What should I be looking for and
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what do we mean by variable
data printing?
The white paper will explain why variable

users provides a tremendous opportunity for

data is so important, what the key benefits

printers to add value to their customers

are for both the printer and the customer.

marketing efforts. The returns on variable

We will discover how variable data has

data printing are substantial, varying from

evolved, what the trends are for future use

double the normal return for basic variable

and investigate why printers should invest

content up to 10 -15 times the return for

now and how they can get started with some

complex fully variable jobs. The returns

practical steps.

generated depend on the relevance and
timely nature of the content and message for
the end user. VDP represents an effective tool
for getting away from commoditized print
products and increasing RoI for a customer’s
marketing campaigns.

What do we mean by
Variable Data Printing?

The challenge for printers is assembling the
data they already have and combining this
with customer data to allow them to make
data-driven decisions. The act of gathering

VDP is a direct result of the capability and

data, managing it and compiling metrics for

rapid growth of digital printing technology

analysis can sound daunting. But if you take

and its ability to utilize computer databases

these things one-step at a time and start off

and software to create highly effective full

in a simple and practical way, it can be

colour documents, with a look and feel

surprisingly simple. However generating

comparable to conventional offset printing.

metrics to understand what worked and what

Variable data printing enables the mass

didn’t is fundamentally important and they

customization or versioning of documents

can help overcome challenges and improve

through digital printing, as opposed to mass

marketing results.

production of a single document using
offset.
This is the unique value proposition of

There are several levels of variable printing.
The most basic level involves changing simple

digital printing that instead of producing

text such as a greeting or name on each

1,000 copies of a single document that

printed copy in a very similar way to mail

delivers a single message to 1,000 customers,

merging. More complex variable data printing

variable data printing can deliver 1,000 unique

uses 'versioning', where there may be

documents that have customized messages

differing amounts of customization for

and images for each customer. Being able to

different markets, with text and images

communicate directly with individual end

changing for groups of customers based
upon which segment of the market is being

VDP represents an effective tool for
getting away from commoditized print
products and increasing RoI for a
customer’s marketing campaigns.
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addressed. Finally there is fully variable
printing, where the text and images can be
altered for each individual customer address.
All variable data printing begins with a basic
design that defines static elements and

variable fields for the pieces to be printed.

done using standard software. This produces

While the static elements appear exactly the

a conventional print ready file that includes

same on each piece, the variable fields are

every image being merged into every page.

filled in with text or images as dictated by a

The drawback with this option is that it

set of application and style rules and the

creates extremely large print files which

information contained in the database.

require RIP’s with enormous processing

There are three main operational options or

power. If the RIP cannot efficiently manage

methodologies for variable data printing. In

the files to be processed, printing speeds will

the first option, a static document is loaded

be affected and can become too slow to

into the printer memory. The printer is

make it practical to print a job of more than a

instructed, through the RIP (Raster Image

few hundred pages.

Processor) to always print the static

The third option is to combine the static

document when sending any page out to the

and variable elements into print files, prior to

printer driver. Variable data can then be

printing, using specialized VDP software. This

printed on top of the static document. This

produces optimized print files, such as

process is the simplest way to execute VDP,

PostScript or PPML that maximize the print

however it is not very different to a basic mail

speed by the RIP only processing static

merge.

elements once.

The second option is to combine the static

Digital printing is now combined with the

and variable elements of a document into

latest software, RIP and workflow technology

print ready files before printing; this can be

to drive printing devices that can produce
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the important elements of
variable data printing
It is essential that design element is
handled by someone who understands
the aesthetics as well as the variable data
and be can plan the rules and the logic
that specify which variable elements are
used and where they will be placed.

The important elements of
Variable Data Printing
Databases are organized in two ways 1) by

fully variable content on each page up to

records and 2) by fields for each record. Each

maximum rated running speeds. Content is

record has a predetermined number of fields.

drawn from computerized databases,

In a database about people, each person

according to “rules” on how pieces of text or

would be a record. The information for each

graphics should be used and where they

person would be categorized into fields. A

should be placed. As a result, VDP is perfect

database about people, for example, might

for exploiting the increasingly lucrative

have fields for each person corresponding to

market for full colour customized

their first name, last name, address, and

communications.

phone number. Typically, databases store the
changeable (or variable) elements in variable

Variable data printing should be viewed as a
project and not as individual pieces of print.
Variable data projects have three elements:

data printing.
Variable data applications draw these
elements from the databases, according to
predefined rules, to create pages and

1.

The creative,

documents that contain different images,
text, and even layouts. The information in the

2.

The database,

customer database would ideally be related
to the audience for the printed document. It

3.

The print production.

would contain information directly about the
intended audience, such as names,

If any one of these elements does not

addresses, financial data, or data that they

perform then the whole project can fail. Staff

have disclosed in previous transactions or

working on a VDP project must have an

marketing touch points. In the Content

understanding of how all three areas can

database information will include digital

influence each other. VDP solutions can

assets that could be relevant, a document

require programming and some will have a

aimed at business executives might contain

complete point-and-click interface. It is

images of meetings and travel or products

essential that design element is handled by

like phones and computers, which might be

someone who understands the aesthetics as

regularly used in the work environment.

well as the variable data and be can plan the
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rules and the logic that specify which variable

Database: For most variable data printing, a

elements are used and where they will be

simple table containing the copy, graphics,

placed.

and photographs that will be varied in the

printed document is adequate. Such
database tables can be created in applications
such as Microsoft Excel.
Business rules: These are rules that specify
what variable content to use and where to
place it. They can be written in the variable
data printing language.
Content: Both static and variable content
can be created with a variety of software;
text with word-processing software,
photographs enhanced with graphics
software, graphics created from graphics
software tools etc.

Example of a simple VDP Workflow

Layout: The layout for the document can be

can be created in an application such

created by using common desktop publishing

as Microsoft Excel. 13

or word-processing software. It must be
designed to accommodate variable text and

B.

images.

Rules: Specify what variable content to
use and where to place them. They can
be written in a programming

VDP application: Software that “merges”

language.

content and prepares the document for
printing.

C.

Content: Both static and variable
content can be created with a variety

Output devices: Printing devices that turn

of software: text, with word

the digital files into hardcopy prints.

processing software, photographs,
with graphic software, etc.

Most print companies in this day and age
will be familiar with all these standard

D.

Layout: Created with common desktop

elements for processing a print job. Using

publishing or word processing

variable data requires a different operational

software. It must be designed to

discipline and a different conversation with

accommodate variable text and

the customer to define the business rules

images.

and database that is to be used.
A.

Database: For most variable data
printing, a simple table or spreadsheet
contains the copy, graphics, and
photographs that will be assorted in
the printed document. Such databases

Developing data handling skills is the next
learning curve, which will lead to new
services and greater revenues for
printers.
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how can vdp transform your
business?
E.

VDP application: Software merges
content and prepares the document
for printing

F.

Output devices: Printing devices
convert the digital files into tangible

How can VDP transform
your business?

prints.
The vast majority of VDP currently requires
There are now print servers built around

nothing more than a spreadsheet. Print

VDP, which feature many functions,

providers can simplify working with databases

specialized in producing one-off pieces with

by extracting only the information needed

100 percent variable data. RIPs are now able

and putting it into a spreadsheet. Extracting

to operate fast enough to feed data to a

the relevant information is called “data

print engine to produce VDP.

mining.” Print providers must identify the

Many software companies are now offering

necessary information and who will extract it,

packages that help make VDP easier for users.

and then specify how the information should

They have Incorporated PPML to their

be delivered. The database itself can come

packages as an open source solution to VDP.

from the customer or be purchased from “list
companies” that make databases based on a

... the whole purpose of VDP is to drive
customer engagement through process
management and automation.

variety of different market segments as their
business.
The information delivered to the print
provider will usually take the form of a
“comma-delimited” file, which is simply a text

The latest software covers a spectrum of
applications, from desktop, lower volume,

in fields. Spreadsheets and even word

simple jobs that tend to be designed and

processors can open these files and

printed quickly to complex, automated

automatically place the information into rows

mainframe-based jobs that require extensive

and columns. This information is then read by

setup and operate with hands-off precision.

the variable data application.

Desktop applications are sometimes used to

Printers have had to adapt to using

set up testing models for higher volume jobs,

desktop publishing tools and graphic design

and some desktop applications will also

programs over the last 20 years, which have

handle large volume jobs.

expanded their services and capabilities.

Today’s VDP is miles ahead of the boring,
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file where commas separate the information

Developing data handling skills is the next

unsophisticated and static direct mail of the

learning curve, which will lead to new services

past. It is much more appealing and powerful

and greater revenues for printers. A database

than it was just five years ago. Today, VDP

should be considered as just another tool, a

processing can dynamically assemble four-

way to work with data to achieve a printed

color images, charts, text, and other objects

output. As part of their job printers regularly,

to create attractive, highly personalized

adjust graphics, images and layouts, and

marketing collaterals.

advise customers on achieving the best print

quality. In the new data era, they can also help

and manipulate data as well as data

clients combine databases, “clean” and

programming and scripting skills.

manage databases by removing redundant or

There are certain things that you have to

obsolete information, or extract relevant

keep in mind when getting into VDP and

information. Printers who can offer a wider

these elements will not be unfamiliar to

range of services will appear better prepared

printers who are used to selling added value

than their competition and put themselves in

digital print solutions.

a stronger position to win more business.
It is important to understand what data
currently exists and in which formats. It is
also crucial to find out what the customer
knows about the target market and what his
objectives are; increased response rates,
increased product sales. It is the printer’s role
to help them leverage data to improve their
marketing results. Above all start simple do
not over complicate things, build a pilot
campaign as a trial to gauge results and
review the end user experience.
As can be seen from the diagram the
whole purpose of VDP is to drive customer
engagement through process management
and automation. This can be achieved
through customer communications using a
multi-channel platform to manage responses
and analyze results, which provide customer
insights that will drive the next campaign.

Source GMC

The printer’s internal operational role is
focused on reviewing the existing customer

•

data and determining if it can be

The sales conversation is different and
the sales pipeline is significantly longer

incorporated into the printed product and
crucially will it meet the customer’s

•

The production cycle is different when

expectations. The philosophy for VDP should

managing data and lead times can be

always be data first and design second. To

longer

achieve this you need to develop internal VDP
skills or consider hiring in a dedicated

•

member of staff to handle this work.

Printed products and campaigns using
VDP are results driven not price driven

Although you can start from a very basic level
of understanding more complex jobs and

•

Continually review with customers,

campaigns require strong organizational skills,

share ideas on how results can be

the ability to understand, manage, cleanse

improved
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The largest single impact personalized
applications has on a printers business is
an increase in monthly recurring
revenues.

The initial customer contact should be about
providing a VDP solution and not just a
product. It is essential that you work with (not
for) your customers to help them understand
and improve the variable data capabilities and
results in the future. If you overcome these

•

Be patient, usually customers who are

challenges and get it right, the customers

new to VDP take a while to understand

perception of your business will change, you

the importance and value of

will be viewed more as an advisor or partner

harvesting and cleansing data.

to their business and nor just an
interchangeable supplier of print based on

•

•

Challenge of additional care during

price. Customer retention will increase and

Finishing/Bindery.

customer loyalty will be strengthened.

Difficulty of integrating VDP digital

The largest single impact personalized

print work streams and commercial

applications has on a printers business is an

offset print jobs.

increase in monthly recurring revenues.
Statistics show that print providers who offer

When putting together a variable data
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VDP services experience growth in general

product for a client there are two very

commercial print but also in specific market

distinct roles in the process; there are the

sectors where they operate because they

sales and marketing conversation and the

become viewed as experts in providing

operational delivery of the product itself.

solutions and not just merely printers.

why should you invest time
and resources in data services?
marketing print. This means print providers
can now prove the value on every single
promotional piece that uses VDP or a

Why should you invest
time and resources in data
services?

versioned digital output. Having in depth
information on a customers customer, allows
printers to become advisers on marketing
and perform a service, which moves them up
the value chain.

Traditionally a printer’s focus has been ink

Key to the future value of VDP is having a

on paper but information from databases is

multi-channel capability to create, optimize

the new added value component that drives

and deliver communications whether it’s

variable data printing. The information from

mobile, email, social media, or web. This

the VDP database is used to understand and

doesn’t just create additional value it takes

tell you more about your audiences and

VDP to the next level and ensures customers

overtime you can refine the information to

cam respond through more than one channel

predict and determine what their behavior is

and thus increase the effectiveness and RoI

likely to be based on the marketing materials

for the client. The latest software can directly

you are sending out. The customer response

import PDF’s from most graphic packages to

might be to:

transform customer data into powerful

Respond directly to the information or
promotion

charts and graphics. It is also possible to use
personalized images based on the variable
data to grab attention and have them

•

Browse or Shop

•

Complete a purchase or transaction

•

Switch to your product or service

automatically colour managed and converted
for specific output channels. The future for
VDP is design once and output anywhere by
optimizing templates for digital or paper

•

channels:
•

Email

Be directed to further information or

•

Social media

websites

•

Web presence

•

Mobile

Research studies suggest that typically

•

Tablets

customers do not know what the value of a

•

SMS

traditional promotional piece is to their

•

Print

bottom line. They also have trouble in

•

Fax

tracking and managing responses so they
cannot accurately determine their value or
decide how to follow up with the next
marketing piece. This allows the use of VDP
to justify RoI and the increased cost of digital
printing against an unknown and
unquantifiable value of traditional static

Key to the future value of VDP is having a
multi-channel capability to create,
optimize and deliver communications
whether it’s mobile, email, social media,
or web.
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the key value of tracking
responses
Track the responses and compare a 10%
block to identify differences in response
rates. It is then possible to calculate the

The Key Value of Tracking
Responses

increased cost of printing; preparation and
data management to decide which option will
deliver the best results.

It needs to be understood that when you
can measure the success of a marketing
piece this changes the relationship with the
customer. You are no longer being judged
only on quality of print and delivery date; the
dynamics have now changed and you are

Return on Investment

responsible for being a partner in the
ROI is becoming a crucial factor for most

customers marketing success. This can be
challenging because each customer has

marketing decisions and therefore in order to

different needs, products and a varying level

print more jobs we need to justify why we

of sophistication around print and marketing

need to print them. VDP provides printers

expertise.

with tools to do this and return on

For customers starting out with VDP it is
always advisable to provide a proof of

investment can be calculated with a variety of
equations as follows:

concept, so they can clearly see the benefits
and understand how different amounts of

•

For an initial job, segment the print run by:
•

Sending 10% of the job static.

The number of responses a print piece
gets and their value to the client

variable content will influence the end user.
•

The overall cost of each response

•

The return on the cost of the printing
– static v VDP

•

Sending 10% of the job with only
variable text.

•

The percentage of revenue increase
for the customer

•

Sending the other 80% fully variable,
with changes to headings, colour,
images, and text to personalize the

•

The cost for every percentage of
response increase

document.

Printers are becoming marketing companies by default and consequently
they need to start thinking like a marketing company and not like a printer,
VDP can help printers make this transition.
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return on investment
•

The percentage of new customers and

It is important that the analysis of the

their value (will they become regular

results is reported in a clear and concise

and buy again?)

manner so the customer can understand
exactly what the data is telling them about

•

The opportunity to profile responses

what happened as a result of the marketing

and target the right customers directly

initiative.

in the future

It is easy to misrepresent the figures and
feedback from a marketing campaign; as a

•

•

The opportunity to enhance customer

customer would you rather have a gain from

loyalty by monitoring customer

10% to 20% which equals a 100% increase or

retention over a given period of time

a gain from 1% to 4% which equals a 300%

Measuring responses to personalized

increase. Getting the headline figures right is

web sites (purls) for determining the

vital to understanding the next steps in the

value of second level responses.

marketing process, so transparency is always
the best policy.

•

A Simple web address with counters

We know the industry is changing and

that forward the person automatically

going towards a more consultative print sales

to the standard web page or using

relationship with the customer. Printers are

different PO box numbers or discount

becoming marketing companies by default

coupons for different segmented

and consequently they need to start thinking

groups.

like a marketing company and not like a
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The convergence of transactional and
promotional printing is part of a larger trend
towards highly personalized targeted
marketing. Since the vehicle for
communication already exists in the form
of transactional printing, it makes sense
to enhance it with personalized
information for promotional purposes.
Businesses with databases of
information about their customers can
use that knowledge with their existing
distribution mechanisms. Since 45% of
the cost of any promotional mailing is
postage, adding a personalized sales
offer to a monthly bill or statement
improves the economics of the mailing.
Research into the effectiveness of
personalizing communications has found
significant benefits, chief of which is
improvement to the bottom line of the
printer and the customer. The overall

Revenues and profits associated with
personalized marketing are statistically
over 30% higher than static content
printed by offset.

revenues and profits associated with
personalized marketing programs are over
31% greater than those associated with
general marketing materials. Measurable
improvements are also realized in the size
and value of orders placed in response to

printer, VDP can help printers make this

personalized marketing communications.

transition.

Customers also become more loyal through

The tools are widely available for printers to
engage with VDP and there are many entry-

of customer loyalty can often rise by over

level software packages available to merge

40%.

text and images into VDP print files. Some are

Today’s fast moving trend toward highly

stand-alone software packages; however

targeted marketing will only intensify with

most of the advanced VDP software packages

more intelligent databases and new creative

are actually plug-in modules for packages

applications of VDP. Revenues and profits

such as Adobe Creative Suite. VDP print file

associated with personalized marketing are

creation can be invaluable for presorting

statistically over 30% higher than static

mailing and generating bar codes for

content printed by offset.

addresses. Marketing pieces can then be
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personalization, repeat orders as a measure

Printers who invest in the right resources,

printed in the proper sequence for sorting by

business intelligence and customer focus will

postal code.

thrive in a VDP led market of the future. VDP

benefits for marketers and
print buyers
in the future will not just be another tool for
printers to exploit it will be a strategic priority
for their business and their customers
business.

Benefits for Marketers and
print buyers:

Benefits for Printers and
New business
opportunities
Variable data printing depends on the use
of databases, so for print providers this is an

•

Delivers a message to potential

opportunity to expand their services and tap

customers, which is more effective by

into some completely new revenue streams.

enhancing and driving the relationship.

If the necessity of following tasks is explained
to the customer and the costs associated

•

Enables a push or pull strategy, push

with them, they can quickly become serious

marketing like direct mail pushes

areas of added value business:

information out to the customer and
is driven by the vendor. Pull marketing,

Database merging: Combining information

is driven by the customer who pulls

from several databases into one

selective information about products
and services which are of interest.

Data Management and cleansing:
Removing obsolete records and incorrect

•

Creates more effective and innovative

information; eliminate redundant entries

marketing through personalization,
which increases response rates and

Data mining: Searching large volumes of

can reduce overall marketing costs

data to extract information that is relevant to
a specific purpose

•

Fully justifiable return on investment
for the procurement of printed

Specialized design services: Creating

products

document layouts and templates for using
variable data to increase responses –

•

VDP marketing can be used across

designing for dollars instead of designing for

multiple communication channels

awards

For print providers, the bottom-line benefit of VDP is creating
new business opportunities that translate into increased revenues
and jobs that deliver increased profits from a wider range of
services.
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practical steps to develop a
data services capability
Resource management: Storing, tracking,
updating, and otherwise managing a
customer’s digital assets, including files and
databases
Consulting: Advising customers on creating
and running a variable data marketing
campaign

Practical Steps to develop
a data services capability
Variable data printing can be as simple or as

Response monitoring/reporting: Tracking
and analyzing feedback of marketing

complex as you want to make it, but most

campaigns to help measure success for

customers are looking for better marketing

customers

returns and generally that means higher
levels of personalization and better RoI. As we

Cross-media services: Re-purposing

have already discussed not many print

output for different media, such as web sites,

companies are offering sophisticated VDP so

email, SMS or social media.

there is time to develop your capability and
reap the rewards. It is essential that the VDP

VDP and the services related to it add value

journey is planned and executed in a

to the printed page and encourage customer

systematic way. The following practical steps

loyalty. It would be much more difficult for

will act as an outline but it is recommended

the customer to establish a new relationship

that the Digital 1234 Implementation Guide is

with a different service provider for each of

an excellent place to start the journey.

the additional services listed above.
Print service providers gain the opportunity

Practical Steps

to move away from the pressure of
commodity-based pricing to value-based

1.

Start simple; be realistic by working

pricing. They can change from pricing on the

within the capabilities and skills in your

cost per page to pricing based on the value

organization.

of the services provided in a complete job.
For print providers, the bottom-line benefit

2.

Choose one vertical market with a few

of VDP is creating new business opportunities

existing customers and build from

that translate into increased revenues and

there.

jobs that deliver increased profits from a
wider range of services.

3.

Have a conversation with your
customers to understand what their
objectives are? How well do they know
their market and customers? What
data do they have and how robust is
that data?
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4.

Set up a pilot run for testing and to
provide proof of concept – remember
data first, design second.

5.

Design maximizing the use of variable
fields and personalized images where
possible.

6.

Measure the results and compare
return on investment for static and
VDP mailings.

7.

Review with the customer, by
producing a report of the results.
Discuss how products and campaigns
can be refined going forward.

8.

Make sure data can be gathered and
analyzed to target customers in a
more effective and personalized way in
order to improve results.

9.

Plan longer term so one campaign
leads to another and you can lock the
customer in by providing a range of
data management services.

10.

Over time look to add multi-channel
VDP services to compliment the print
element of campaigns.
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